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Abstract
In this work, we focus our attention on the dynamic properties of relativistic electrons moving around an impurity in a
plasma. This led us, in the first place, to compute the effective plasma potential (EPP) in which the electrons move. The
EPP is built up as a sum of three contributions. These include the potential created by the impurity, the potential due
to the ions assumed to form a uniform background of positive electric charges and the potential due to all the
electrons. It turns out that the last potential depends on an integral of a function of the EPP in question. This then leads
to a nonlinear integral equation where the EPP is the main quantity to compute. Thanks to the EPP, we derive the
electron trajectories and compute their total electric field (microfield) at the impurity. According to different plasma
conditions, two dynamical properties are then calculated: the time auto-correlation function of this microfield and the
dielectric constant. These properties are calculated for both the relativistic case and non-relativistic (classical) case. The
comparison between the relativistic and the classical results are also done for the different plasma conditions.
Keywords: Effective plasma potential, Screened-Deutsch potential, Kelbg potential, Relativistic dynamics, Microfield
autocorrelation function, Dielectric constant
Introduction
The nonlinear behavior of electric charges around an
impurity charge of the same sign is a problem that has
been studied for a long time due to its great importance
in many techniques [1-5]. Worth to mention that for fully
ionized plasma composed of electrons and positive ions,
the hypothesis of one-component plasma allows us to
ignore the effects of ion movements to those of elec-
trons because the ratio mass is about me/mi ≈ 1/2000.
So, the system is only composed of one kind of mobile
charge (electron), whereas the species of opposite charges
(ions) are modeled by the continuous background which
provides electrical neutrality. Coulomb forces between
point charges are purely repulsive and do not get very
close to each other almost always, irrespective of the
plasma conditions. Concerning the ion-electron interac-
tion, it is clear that it requires a quantum mechanical
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description. Indeed, if we make a classical estimation
of the approach distance rie of an electron from the
impurity (KBT ∼ Ze2/rie), we find that it is compara-
ble to the thermal De Broglie wavelength λT which is
equal to: λT = h/(2πmeKBT)1/2 [6,7]. If rie > λT ,
the quantum effects do not exist, and if rie < λT
they exist and must be taken into account. Because
the electrons are distributed over the velocities, some
number of them reach distances less than λT and then
require a quantal description. In this case, the Coulomb
potential is replaced by the finite and regularized poten-
tial at the origin [8-10] VSDie (r)(Screened − Deutsch) =−(Ze2/r)(1 − exp(−r/λT ))exp(−r/λD) or Kelbg interac-
tion [11-14] VKie (r) = −Ze
2





(1 − erf( r√
πλT
))) where λD = (KBT/(4πnee2))1/2 is
the Debye length and ne is the density of the electrons.
In this way, the quantum effects are approximately taken
into account. The Kelbg potential is finite at zero dis-
tance and is an exact quantum potential in the case of
weak coupling parameters . It is also valid for the moder-
ate coupling parameters taking into account the dominant
quantum effects. The Kelbg potential is obtained by the
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first-order perturbation theory, its application is limited
to the weak coupling parameter  < 1. We note that
many recent works on the statistical properties of the elec-
trons in plasmas exist in the literature. For example, we
find in [6,14] that the electrons are considered as clas-
sical particles moving according to the first Newton law
(d−→v /dt = −m−1e
−→∇ .V (r), whereme is the rest mass of the
electron), and the interaction between the electron and
the continuous background is taken as purely Coulomb
potential as well as between the electrons themselves. In
our work, we will consider these two potentials (screened
Deutsch or Kelbg potential) for the interaction between
the electron and the continuous positive background and
we suppose that the electrons interact mutually via Debye
potential. Furthermore, we consider the relativistic move-
ment of the electron around the impurity to compute
CEE(t). This task passes through two steps: first, we com-
pute the EPP V (r) in which the electron moves, and then
in the second step, we solve the relativistic movement
equation for the electron in the EPP (d−→p /dt = −−→∇ .V (r)
where−→p = m−→v andm = me/(1−v2/c2)1/2). In the ‘Inte-
gral equation for the effective energy potential’ section,
we construct the integral equation governing the EPP on
which all the subsequent results of this paper focus. We
also solve this equation and make some discussions about
its solutions. The dynamical properties, such as the tra-
jectories of the electrons moving in the EPP as well as the
time autocorrelation function of the electron microfield
are presented in ‘The dynamical properties of the elec-
trons’ section. The ‘Dielectric constant’ section applies the
previous results to the dielectric constant of the plasma for
different conditions. At the end, we close this paper with
a conclusion.
Before starting the ‘Integral equation for the effective
energy potential’ section, we mention the relevant param-
eters of our study: the charge number Z, the average
distance between the electrons a = (3/4πne)1/3, the elec-
tron coupling constant  = e2/(KBTa), the degree of
quanticity η = λT/a. The cases reviewed in this work are:
the coupling parameter  = 0.1, the quanticity param-
eter η = 0.177, the dimensionless Debye length η′ =
λD/a = 1.826. These parameters correspond to the elec-
tron density ne = 2. × 1020cm−3 and to the temperature
T = 1.6 × 105K. These parameters are found in a class
of plasmas created by the laser or in some planets corre-
sponding to the warm dense matter. It is worth to mention
here that, at these conditions of temperatures and densi-
ties, the electron velocity is about vth = 108cm/s (mev2 ∼
KBT) whereas the Fermi velocity is about vF = 107cm/s.
This allows us to say that the electron gas is not degenerate
(vF << vth); therefore, it is sufficient to use the relativis-
tic classical description of the electrons rather than the
quantum one.
Integral equation for the effective energy potential
Construction of integral equation for the effective energy
potential
Let us consider a medium consisting of electrons and a
continuous background of neutralizing positive electrical
charges. At first, the distribution of the electrons is that
of Maxwell-Boltzmann governing the equilibrium state of
the electron system. If we place a positive ion of charge Ze
(called test charge or impurity) at the coordinate origin:
the system is disturbed, and after a certain time t, it will
reach a new equilibrium state described by a novel distri-
bution of the electrons over the space around the charge
Ze. This distribution is determined through the potential
energy of an electron located at a distance r from the test
charge Ze. The equilibrium potential energy is built up as
a sum of three contributions:
V (r) = Vie(r) + Vee(r) + Vef (r), (1)
where Vie(r) is the potential energy of ion-electron inter-
action (the ion is the test charge), Vee(r) is the interaction
energy of the electron with all the other electrons and
Vef (r) is the interaction energy of the electron with the
continuous neutralizing background of ions. The ion-
electron interaction is taken in a way that we can consider
the quantum effects at short distances: we represent it
here by the following pseudo-potential [8,9]:




1 − e−r/λT ) e−r/λD (2)
or Kelbg interaction [11-13]:









We will first investigate the case of screened Deutsch
potential and the results for Kelbg potential are straight-
forward. The electron-electron interaction is that of the
Debye potential energy e2e−r/λD/r such as the potential





r′ ,−→p ) e
− 1
λD
∣∣∣−→r −−→r′ ∣∣∣∣∣∣−→r − −→r′ ∣∣∣ d
−→p 3d−→r′ 3, (4)
where







2m + V (r)). (5)
is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, N is the total
number of electrons and  is the volume of the system,
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whereas the potential energy of the electron with the
positive background neutralizing charge is given by:
















In this formula, we have introduced screened Deutsch
interaction between the electron and the continuous back-
ground of positive charge. Then the potential interaction
energy of the electron, with all the plasma components,
satisfies the following nonlinear integral equation:






















∣∣∣−→r − −→r′ ∣∣∣ d
−→
r′ 3 (7)
Using spherical coordinates and some basic calcula-
tions, the last integral equation is transformed into the
following:















where λ = λDλT/(λT + λD). In order to deal with an
adimensional equation, put Y SD(x) = −aV SD(r)/(Ze2),
a = (4πne/3)−1/3, x = r/a, η = λT/a, η′ = λD/a and
ξ = ηη′/(η + η′).
After that, we obtain the desired adimensional equation:


















The same calculations for the case of Kelbg interaction
give:




















x [ 1 − e
−(x/(√πη))2 + x
η







2 [−x(2η + x + ηe
−(x/(√πη))2)
+ πη2erf ( x√
πη
)(3/2 + ( x√
πη
)2)] .
Numerical solution of the integral equation for the
potential energy
We can solve the nonlinear integral Equation 9 by the
method of successive iterations (fixed-point method,
FPM) starting with the initial function Y0(x) = Y SDie (x).
We can also solve this integral equation by transforming
it into a second-order nonlinear differential equation that
we have solved with the Runge-Kuttamethod. The numer-
ical solution of the nonlinear integral Equations 9 and 10,
in the case  = 0.1, η = 0.177, η′ = 1.826 Z = 2 and
Z = 8 by the iterative method gives the potential energy
as shown in Figures 1 and 2.
In Figures 1 and 2, we notice that using the Kelbg inter-
action in the integral equation, between the electron and
the impurity on the one hand and between the electron
and the continuous background of positive charge on the
other hand, gives a solution decreasing much slower than
what is obtained when using the screened Deutsch poten-
tial. This means that the Deutsch solution is strongly
screened, that is to say that its range is too inferior to
that of Kelbg solution. The Runge-Kutta method (RKM)
allows us to solve the nonlinear differential equation for
the Deutsch case just equivalently to the integral equation:
Y ′′ + 2r Y
′ = 3Z (e
Z.Y (r) − 1 + (ξ/η′)2)
+ 1
η′2
Y (r) − 1rη (2/η
′ + 1/η)e−r(1/η′+1/η) (11)
with initial conditions:
Y (0) ≈ 1/η and Y ′(0) ≈ −(η′/2η + 1)/ηη′. (12)
Figure 3 shows this equivalence, for Deutsch case, on the
effective potential Y SD(r)when Z = 8,  = 0.1, η = 0.177
and η′ = 1.826.
As expected we have also found that the RKM (dif-
ferential equation) is faster than the fixed-point method
(integral equation). The drawback of the RKM is that
it is very sensitive to the initial conditions. Conversely,
the FPM, despite that it requires much time for compu-
tation, it has more guarantees that the result converges
towards an exact solution. Another drawback of the FPM
is that it is adaptable only for the shielded initial poten-
tial. Mathematically, the integral Equation 9 admits finite
solutions at short distance (when r has approximately the
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Figure 1 Effective potential energy of the electron for Z = 2 in Deutsch and Kelbg cases.
screening length as shown in Figure 4). This rapid conver-
gence towards the solution is guaranteed by the screening
effect. Physically, this may be interpreted by the following
reasoning: a non-bounded electron interacts with a neigh-
borhood of some mean inter-electron distance a. This
neighborhood contains electrons that are distributed with
a density ne(r) around a single impurity of positive electric
charge. This means that the impurities are distributed in
plasma with a mean constant density such that the neigh-
borhood of each electron contains only a single impurity
(see schematic map in Figure 4). What has just been
said suggests that numerical integration of the integral
equation or the differential equation must be truncated
to the size of this neighborhood. When the screening is
weak (that is to say that λD is very large), the convergence
towards the solution of the integral Equation 9 becomes
slow, and the solution coincides at large distance with the
Kelbg solution (see Figures 1 and 2).
The dynamical properties of the electrons
Relativistic electron trajectories in plasma
The calculation of the real trajectories of relativistic elec-
trons in a hot plasma, is a necessary step to calculate
several dynamic properties such as the time autocorre-
lation function, the diffusion coefficient and the electric
permittivity. So the purpose of this subsection is the calcu-
lation of relativistic trajectories of an electron in a plasma,
and in the following subsection, we study the effect
of those relativistic trajectories on the autocorrelation
function.
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Figure 2 Effective potential energy of the electron for Z = 8 in Deutsch and Kelbg cases.









Figure 3 Effective potential energy of electron for Z = 8 in Deutsch case. Computed with fixed-point method (line of stars) and Runge-Kutta
method (solid line).
The relativistic force acting on an electron in the plasma









Figure 4 Schematic map of electron distribution around the
impurities in the plasma.













where −→g is the relativistic acceleration and c the speed of
light in vacuum; therefore, this force is equal to:
−→F = mec2
(








−→∇ V (r), (16)
where V (r) represents the potential energy (Equation 8)
of an electron plasma at position r of origin.
If we equate Equations 15 and 16 member to member,








To see the classical limit, we put (v2/c2) goes to zero in this
equation, we obtain the classical form me−→g = −−→∇ V (r).
Solving Equation 17 gives the relativistic trajectories of
electrons around the impurity located at the coordinate
origin. These trajectories permit us to compute the auto-
correlation function of the electric field on the impurity
and the constant dielectric.
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Themicrofield autocorrelation function
The total electric microfield due to the electrons on the





where −→e ie(rk) is the individual electric field due to a
plasma electron on the impurity. Then, the dimensionless














d−→r 1d−→v 1−→e (r1)N∫





d−→r 1d−→v 1−→e (r1)
(1)(−→r 1,−→v 1, t) (19)
where ρe is the equilibrium canonical ensemble density
matrix and e(rα) is the single particle field. The inte-
grations over degrees of freedom 2, ...,N in the second
equality define a reduced function 
(1)(r1, v1, t), which is
the first member of a set of such functions,

(s)(−→r 1,−→v 1....−→r s,−→v s, t)
= Ns
∫
d−→r s+1d−→v s+1....d−→r Nd−→v N−→E (−t)ρe,
(20)
it is straightforward to verify that these functions satisfy
the BBGKY hierarchy [15].
(∂t + −→v · −→∇ r −
(1 − v2c2 )1/2
me
{−→∇ r[Vie(r) + Vef (r)] }






(1)(−→r ,−→v , t)
= 1meγ
∫
d−→r 1d−→v 1[−→∇ rVee(−→r − −→r 1)]






(2)(−→r ,−→v ;−→r 1,−→v 1, t),
(21)
where γ = (1 − (v/c)2)−1/2, me is the electron mass at
the rest and c is the light velocity. Recognizing this linear
relationship, the basic approximation for weak coupling
among the electrons is to neglect all of their correlations
at all times.

(2)(−→r 1,−→v 1,−→r 2,−→v 2, t) → f (−→r 2,−→v 2)

(1)(−→r 1,−→v 1, t), +f (−→r 1,−→v 1)

(1)(−→r 2,−→v 2, t), (22)
where f (r, v) is the Maxwell-Juttner-Boltzmann distribu-
tion given by:
f (r, v) = exp(−(mc
2 + V (r))/KBT)
m3e c3K2(mec2/KBT)
. (23)
Here,m = meγ and K2(x) is the modified Bessel function.
The use of Equation 22 in the first-hierarchy
Equation 21 gives directly the kinetic equation:
(∂t + L)








(−→r − −→r 2)
∫
d−→v 2
(1)(−→r 2,−→v 2, t),
(24)
where
L = −→v .−→∇ − 1meγ
[−→∇ rV (r)] .(−→∇ v − −→vc2 (−→v .−→∇v). (25)
We limit ourselves to the solution of the homogeneous
equation (Equation 24) which is given by:

(1)(−→r ,−→v , t) = f (−→r ,−→v )−→e mf (−→r (t)), (26)
where
−→e mf (−→r ) = 1Ze
−→∇ V (r). (27)






(−→r ,−→v )−→e (r) · −→e mf (r(t))d−→r d−→v ,
(28)
where−→r (t) is the time-dependent position vector. We get
it at all time t by solving numerically (using the Verlet
algorithm) the movement equation d−→P /dt = −e.−→e mf (r)
with −→P = me−→v /√(1 − v2/c2) is the relativistic momen-
tum of the electron. In the calculation of CEE(t), the aver-
age on the velocities is done on the relativistic distribution
f (r, v).
Regarding the function CEE(t) (Figures 5 and 6), we find
the following:
- When we move away from t = 0, the relativistic effect
is manifested more clearly.
- When the charge number Z becomes large, the func-
tions CEE(t) according to the Deutsch solution become
similar to those obtained from Kelbg solution, whether
classical or relativistic (see Figure 6).
- In Figures 7 and 8, we note that when we increase
the charge number Z, the covariance C(0) also increases,
but all the relativistic curves in Kelbg and Deutsch cases
decrease more quickly and have the same behavior at large
time (vanish quickly and never become negative).
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Figure 5 Classical and relativistic electric field autocorrelation function for Z=2 in Deutsch and Kelbg cases.
Dielectric constant
Another interesting property of plasma is the dielectric
constant ε(ω,−→k ) of the electron gas [16,17]. This con-
stant is, indeed, a function depending on the frequency
ω and the wave vector −→k . This function has significant
consequences for the physical properties of the plasma. In
one limit, ε(ω, 0) describes the collective excitations in the
plasma. In another limit, ε(0,−→k ) governs the screening of
the electric charges in plasmas. The screening describes
the interactions between electron-electron and electron-
impurity in plasmas. We shall see how the impurity of the
charge number Z and how the relativistic trajectories of
the electrons around the impurity make the change on the
dielectric constant. The latter is given by [18]:





−→k (−→r′ −−→r )ε(−→r ,−→r′ ;ω)





f (−→v )d−→v ei
−→k (−→r (t)−−→r ), (29)














 Classical    CTK(t)  
 Relativiste  CTK(t) 
 Classical    CTSD(t) 
 Relativiste  CTSD(t) 
Figure 6 Classical and relativistic electric field autocorrelation function for Z=12 in Deutsch and Kelbg cases.
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Relativity C(t)SD








Figure 7 Relativistic electric field auto-correlation function for different Z in Deutsch case.
where
V˜ee(






e−βV (r′)r′ sin(kr′)dr′. (30)
It is worth mentioning here, that we must recover the
random-phase approximation (RPA) theory when we put
the charge number of the impurity Z = 0. In this case, the







−→k (−→r′ −−→r )ε(−→r ,−→r′ ;ω)













Figure 8 Relativistic electric field auto-correlation function for different Z in Kelbg case.
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f (−→v )d−→v ei
−→k −→v t
= 1 + βne(r)V˜ee(k) − ωβneV˜ee(k)
∫ f (−→v )d−→v
ω + i−→k .−→v + iη
(31)
The excitation spectrum ω(k) can be obtained if we
solve the equation ε˜(−→k ;ω)(RPA) = 0. Note here, in
the RPA theory, that the relativistic effect participates
only via the Maxwell-Juttner-Boltzmann distribution f (v)
in Equation 31. Whereas in the general theory (see
Equation 29), the relativistic effect participates further
via the electron trajectories around the impurity. The
limit behavior are also recovered: the short and long time
(ω = ∞ and ω = 0, respectively); the first cor-
responds to the case where ε goes to delta function
δ(−→r − −→r′ ) while the second corresponds to the static
screening. We have calculated the dielectric constant
from Equation 31. In Figures 9 and 10, we have pre-
sented the results for two fixed values of the wavelength
k (k = 0.3√3 and k = 0.4√3) and at the same point
r = √3a). We have compared the curves with respect
to the relativistic effect. The curves show the net dif-
ference between the classical and relativistic dielectric
constant.
Conclusion
The time autocorrelation function of the total electric
microfield on positive charge impurity is considered when

























 ) Real Part 
Classical
Relativistic
Figure 10 Real and imaginary part of dielectric function for k = √3(0.4)2) and r = √3 in Deutsch case.
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the relativistic dynamics of the electrons is taken into
account. We have also calculated the dielectric constant
as a response function of the plasma to the impurity.
Concerning fixed coupling parameter  = 0.1 and fixed
density ne and when the charge number Z of the impu-
rity increases, we have found that the relativistic effect
becomes important. The electron-impurity interaction
is taken to be at the first time as screened Deutsch
interaction and in the second time to be as of Kelbg’s.
Comparisons of all interest quantities are made for these
interactions as well as between classical and relativistic
dynamics of electrons.
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